
S T A G E D  R O L L O U T  R E P O R T
The Early Adopter team should fill the “grey” areas

NGI NGI_UK

Site Name UKI-LT2-IC-HEP

EA team names Daniela Bauer

EA team contacts daniela.bauer.grid@googlemail.com

Product EMI CREAM/SGE SL6 Version 1.14.3 RT ticket ID 5008

The “outcome” is one of: OK, WARN, FAIL, NA (Not Aplicable), Nver (Not verified/Not tested).

Copy/paste any results from your commands where you see fit.

Metric <OK|
WARN|
FAIL

|NA|NVer>

WEB URLs, Command used, other comments
(please always fill this table with as much information as possible, 

and as you see fit)

Release notes and other
documentation

OK

Installation or upgrading 
(specify     which  )

WARN New install. 
post install script on glite-ce-cream sets too restrictive permissions on 
the cream sandbox. When sharing a sandbox partition between several 
CEs, then reinstalling one will break the others.
rpm -q glite-ce-cream-1.14.3-1.sl6.noarch --scripts | grep sandbox
    mkdir -p /var/cream_sandbox
    chown tomcat:tomcat /var/cream_sandbox
    chmod 700 /var/cream_sandbox
https://ggus.eu/tech/ticket_show.php?ticket=91688

(RE-)configuration (if     using   
yaim  ,    specify     command   
used)

WARN The first time I run yaim it fails with the error 
/etc/lrms/scheduler.conf does not exist
(I am pretty sure I complained about this one before as well, it's SGE 
specific as far as I remember). Running yaim for a second time will fix 
this.

Functionality (including 
start     stop     of     deamons  ,  and 
which)

OK  

SAM/Nagios/Gstat or any 
other monitoring framework
(specify     the     name     of     the   

OK https://gridppnagios.physics.ox.ac.uk/nagios/cgi-bin/status.cgi?
host=ceprod05.grid.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk

https://rt.egi.eu/rt/Ticket/Display.html?id=5008


machine)

Interaction integration with 
other components (specify 
which)

WARN SGE (there is still a problem with the sge bdii component, though 
Roberto assures me the fix will go in eventually, GGUS 83352)

Behaviour in production 
environment (after a few 
days).  Specify     VO  ’  s     using   
the     service     when     applicable  

OK

GGUS tickets opened: 
please insert the URLs of 
the tickets

1 https://ggus.eu/tech/ticket_show.php?ticket=91688

Log files:  usefulness, 
clarity,  etc.,  any other 
comments on where/how to 
improve them.

WARN The default size of the cream-ce log files is way too small – on an 
average production system it only covers a couple of hours,  and the 
location to change this (/etc/glite-ce-cream/log4j.properties) is not 
exactly intuitive.

Error messages:  please 
specify or comment any 
issues with error messages, 
if they are not correct,  not 
clear, useful, etc. .


